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Leading the Instructional Core
An interview with Richard Elmore

In Conversation provides Ontario’s education leaders with
the opportunity to share, reflect on and benefit from the
perspectives of some of the most exciting leaders in education today. This Summer 2010 edition, which expands on
Richard Elmore’s Principal Congress 2010 keynote address,
‘Theories of Action: Pathway to Instructional Improvement’,
is no exception.
In introducing this issue, however, I wish to recognize at
the same time the loss of another outstanding thinker and
leader who made an indelible impression on education
leadership in Ontario during his time as Deputy Minister.
My predecessor Steve Marshall, who passed away in March
of this year, embodied the qualities of energy, optimism
and commitment that all leaders would do well to model
and emulate.
As Steve was fond of saying, he was first and foremost a
learner. Steve was committed to his own learning, and
likewise to supporting the learning of others across the
province. In fact, it was Steve who launched In Conversation
in 2008 as a way of establishing that he considered himself,
ministry leaders, district-level leaders and school leaders as
colleagues with a shared mission, and a shared capacity for
learning from and with each other.
Richard Elmore’s ideas, of course, leave us no shortage of
opportunity for learning. True to his reputation for speaking “truth to power,” his comments reflect his strongly held
belief that the solution to closing achievement gaps lies in
the hands of those who can impact the instructional core.
Dr. Elmore does not mince words when describing the
essential ways to improve school performance. Particularly
in this conversation about leading the instructional core, his
comments may in fact challenge some of our bedrock beliefs.

In the face of such challenges, Steve might have offered
this advice, taken from one of his popular blogs:
“If you think about it we are constantly experiencing personal and professional change, so we should be good at it.
Yet practical knowledge about how to bring about successful change remains elusive. Common sense is not common
practice and being rational about change, while important,
is hardly enough since change is often very emotional.
In my view, surviving and thriving … depend in large part
on our outlook and attitudes as well as the skills we have.
Our emotions, personalities, world dispositions, life experiences and upbringing all shape the way we experience change.
Our personal choices reflect that diversity of influences.
I look on the challenges afforded by change as an opportunity for continuous improvement and to strive to do better.
I do not take the demands of change as an affront to what
I’ve previously been doing, or as a criticism of previous
efforts. Instead, I see change as a natural and vital process
for improvement.”
It is in this spirit that I invite you to read this edition of In
Conversation, explore these ideas with your colleagues, and
share your insights with us at InConversation@Ontario.ca.

Kevin Costante
Deputy Minister of Education

About Richard Elmore
Richard F. Elmore is the Gregory R. Anrig Professor of Educational Leadership at Harvard University. He is also co-director
of the Connecticut Superintendents’ Network, a community of practice for superintendents engaged in the improvement of
instruction, sponsored by the Connecticut Center for School Change.
Dr. Elmore is on the faculty of the Executive Leadership Program for Educators, which builds on several prior initiatives at
Harvard’s Graduate School of Education, Business School, and Kennedy School of Government, and works with state commissioners of education and school superintendents, along with their leadership teams and key stakeholders. He holds a bachelors
degree in political science from Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washington, a masters degree in political science from the
Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, California, and a doctorate in educational policy from the Harvard Graduate School
of Education.
His most recent publications include Building a New Structure for School Leadership (Shanker Institute, 2000), Bridging the Gap
Between Standards and Achievement (Shanker Institute, 2002), School Reform from the Inside Out: Policy, Practice, and Performance
(Harvard Education Press, 2004), Leadership as the Practice of Improvement (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, 2006) and Instructional Rounds in Education: A Network Approach to Improving Teaching and Learning (Harvard
Education Press, 2009) by Elizabeth City, Richard Elmore, Sarah Fiarman, and Lee Teitel.

One of the observations you’ve made about
accountability in general, and accountability
standards and measures in particular, is that
these measures tell us how we’re doing but
not necessarily what to do. How is our thinking
evolving in this area, and what are we learning
about what actually makes a difference in
school performance and improvement?
Well, what we’ve basically done, with this first
generation of education reform, is to bring the
schooling sector into the world that pretty much
everybody else is operating in. That is, we measure
performance and we make judgements.

D i g g i n g D ee p er
The Principal Congress is a unique, tri-level forum
for Ontario’s education leaders and is integral to the
Ontario Leadership Strategy. The Congress serves
as a “think tank” to generate and exchange innovative
ideas designed to improve schools and enhance
student learning and achievement. This issue of
In Conversation follows on the second Principal
Congress held in February 2010 which featured
Richard Elmore as the keynote speaker. To view video
clips of Dr. Elmore’s presentation and to learn more
about the Principal Congress visit www.ontario.ca/
eduleadership.You will also find many other
resources on this website to support your leadership.

The education culture has resisted this for a long
time. We invented all kinds of fancy stories about
why it can’t be done, but it’s been done. So the issue
is no longer whether we’re going to do it, but rather,
how the sector is going to function under those new
ground rules. And there are two big, bold-letter
findings, I think, from this initial decade or so of
serious work.

capacity to hold the adults and the kids accountable
to each other.
What we’ve observed is that if you push hard on an
atomized organization with a strong external force,
you’re likely to get a more atomized organization.
If you push hard on a coherent organization with
a strong external force, you’re likely to get a more
coherent organization.

The first is that internal accountability precedes
external accountability.
That is, you can get an organization’s attention
through testing and feeding back test scores against
standards. You can even reinforce that with various
kinds of sanctions and support. You can categorize
schools, you can penalize schools and you can provide
extra resources and so on. But none of that is going
to work unless the school has developed its internal

And so there is a critical relationship between exter
nal accountability and internal capacity. You can’t
get the organization’s attention without the external
measurement, but the external measurement itself
is not going to produce the outcome.
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So building that internal capacity addresses, at
least in part, the question of what to do as opposed
to how we’re doing.
Yes, that’s one part of the answer. The other piece,
and the second big finding I alluded to earlier –
which is really just now coming on line – has to do
with focusing on the instructional core.

Insight
Elmore describes “capacity” as the “fund of skill and
knowledge that the organization can bring to bear
in responding to external pressure.” He defines
“internal accountability” as the “coherence and
alignment among individuals’ conceptions of what
they are responsible for and how, collective expectations at the organizational level, and processes by
which people within the organization account for
what they do. Internal accountability precedes and
determines all school responses to their external
environment.”

You can have the internal capacity. You can have
strong, well-informed leadership, teachers working
in teams, external support and professional develop
ment, coherent curriculum, a school improvement
plan – everything the literature tells us we should
have – and yet not be getting the expected growth.
Or, what many schools experience is that you get
initial growth, but then the line goes flat.

Elmore has written extensively on accountability
policy, making the case for internal accountability
as a critical component of improving schools. See
for example:
• When Accountability Knocks, Will Anyone Answer?
(Consortium for Policy Research in Education
[CPRE], 1999), coauthored with Charles Abelmann,
• ‘Accountable Leadership’ (Educational Forum,
Winter 2005), and
• Agency, Reciprocity, and Accountability in Democratic
Education (CPRE, 2005).

Now if you look at this from the perspective of the
organizational level that seems like a bit of a mystery
– after all, the capacity is in place. But when you look
at it from the classroom level, it’s no mystery at all.
Because the work the students are being asked to do
exactly predicts the performance that you’re getting
on the external measures.
And so without this piece, all we’ve really done is
create a better box to contain the work, rather than
focusing on improving the work itself.

So that’s one big finding. Some of the disappointment
from the early uses of accountability is that it just
didn’t seem to move a large part of the distribution
of students in our schools. It moved some of the
distribution, but it didn’t create big movements,
as it was designed to do.

Insight
“In its simplest terms, the instructional core is composed of the teacher and the student in the presence of content…a focus on the instructional core
grounds school improvement in the actual interactions between teachers, students, and content in
the classroom…”

Do we know what that internal capacity looks like
on the ground?
Well, if you go deeper into the organization you
discover that there are certain pre-conditions you
have to meet in order to be able to respond in a
predictable way to this kind of measurement. And
we know something about what those are. You need
strong leadership. You need good organization – that
is, people have to have opportunities to talk to each
other about the work. You need knowledge and
expertise about what good instruction looks like,
along with curriculum support. And you need both
internal and external professional development.

Student

Teacher

Content

From Instructional Rounds in Education: A Network
Approach to Improving Teaching and Learning by City,
Elmore, Fiarmon and Teitel, 2009

And so this, you’re suggesting, is where our focus
now needs to evolve?
Yes, I think we’ve been focused on really important
things. I don’t think we’d be where we are without
that earlier work. Now, we’ve created on a pretty large

So yes, we know what some of those conditions are.
And what we’re hoping over time is that, as you
build up the internal capacity of these organizations,
they’ll be more skilful at responding to external
accountability.
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scale – and this is certainly true in Ontario – the
kind of organizational conditions we think will
predict higher-level learning for kids across the
board. So now, what we have to focus on is the
actual experience of kids in classrooms. What is
the work they’re doing in the classroom? How are
the beliefs and understandings and knowledge
and skill of the adults who are working with
students constraining their learning?

Insight
Seven Principles of the Instructional Core
1. “ Increases in student learning occur only as a
consequence of improvements in the level of
content, teachers’ knowledge and skill and
student engagement.
2. If you change any single element of the instructional core, you have to change the other two.
3. If you can’t see it in the core, it’s not there.
4. Task predicts performance.
5. The real accountability system is in the tasks
that students are asked to do.
6. We learn to do the work by doing the work, not
by telling other people to do the work, not by
having done the work at some time in the past,
and not by hiring experts who can act as proxies
for our knowledge about how to do the work.
7. Description before analysis, analysis before
prediction, prediction before evaluation.”

What do you mean when you talk about
“constraining” the learning?
Well, the scenario looks like this: I’m a teacher,
and because of the way my work is organized, I don’t
get to do a lot of clinical, one-on-one practice. So I
have to come into a classroom fairly well organized.
I have to have a lesson plan and I have to do the
work. And I develop certain work routines around
that. What the worksheet looks like, what’s on the
board when I start the class, what the appropriate
material is, how I work with individual students
and groups. That’s a programmed behaviour for
me. If I’m a really good teacher, I know why I’m
doing that, in that particular way. If I’m a mediocre
teacher, I might just be doing it because it’s the
routine – basically, it keeps me sane.

Learn more about these principles in Instructional
Rounds in Education: A Network Approach to Teaching
and Learning by City, Elmore, Fiarman, and Teitel, 2009.

Those are all patterns, and embedded in those
patterns is the important part – expectations about
what students can do, and preconceived notions
about what kind of task it is appropriate to ask
students to do.

you. They have an incentive to keep the work simple.
And so do you. In the literature, this is called the
“contract.” And the contract becomes more explicit
the further up the grade structure you go. So by
the time you get to high school, it’s quite blatant.
Students are constantly testing their teachers.

What we’re learning is that those tasks – in the
sense of cognitive demand, the level of the content,
student engagement, student thinking – are actually
much lower-level tasks than the teachers and admin
istrators in a school think they are. So they think
students are operating at a much higher level than
they actually are. And since it’s the task that produces
the performance, the recognition process they have
to go through is to actually objectify that task – that
is, just describe it – and say “if I were a student and
I did this task, what would I know how to do?”

I was with a group of students in a high performing
high school, and I asked them about their homework
assignments. One of them looked me straight in the
eye and said “do you mean how much homework do
we have, or how much homework do we do?”
What he was really saying is “my experience of this
organization is that you have to ‘game’ the adults,
because the adults don’t know what they’re doing.”
So what we’re struggling with is our preconceptions
about what students can do, versus what the research
says they can do, and what happens when you actually
run these classroom experiments and students have
an opportunity to do ambitious things.

Why in particular would we underestimate what
students can do?
Well again, I’m a teacher – I work hard, I know my
craft, I know what students can do. And I have a lot
of experience doing this, so you can’t tell me what
my students can do, without taking into account
my judgement of what they can do.

It turns out that, lo and behold, kids can be pretty
active learners. And they actually can function at
much higher levels of cognitive complexity. In fact,
one of the problems is that they can often function
at levels of cognitive complexity that really challenge

That’s part of it. But this also arises because the kids
are constantly negotiating their relationship with
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the teacher’s understandings of what they’re doing.
And that’s where the difficulty arises. Because it’s
about control. And so we have to work out a way to
lead the adults through a process so that it’s psycho
logically safe for them to experience students as
powerful agents in their own learning.

the demand to a zone in which you as an adult are
comfortable functioning.
So instead of saying, for example “let’s take out that
worksheet,” imagine simply saying “here’s a math
problem – I’m going to give you a paper bag and
a bunch of ping pong balls, and we’re going to
do something involving probability.” The teacher
says “just try it” and the students do a whole
series of trials, and write down the results of their
experiments. And then they talk about it.

So are you alluding here both to perceptions about
students, and the way the work is organized?
Yes and there are some legitimate technical problems
associated with this. Let’s take a simple worksheet as
an example. The logic of a worksheet is that it’s the
same task for everybody. And there are assumptions
you have to make if you give the same task to every
body – it has to be something everybody can do,
or at least the kids who are struggling have to have
reasonable access to it. It has to produce a uniform
result. And it is a form of feedback about what
students can do.

Well, what’s going to happen, when you do that, is
that the distribution of student engagement, under
standing, performance, is going to spread out. So
you’re going to have some kids saying “I need more
direction.” You’re going to have other kids saying
“this is really fun – I really love doing this.” You’re
going to have yet other kids saying “I’ve done this
ten times and I still don’t understand what you
mean by probability – give me a definition.” And
you’re going to have kids saying “I’ve got it!”

But in terms of the cognitive demand you’re making
on students, it actually reduces the expectations and

This explains a lot. Because what happens when
you give students a task like that is that the distri
bution spreads out, and this is existential terror for
a teacher, who wonders “how do I vacuum up all
this information I’m getting about what students
actually know, and are able to do, and put it to some
constructive use – because there’s just too much
complexity in this classroom.”

Insight
Tools for Determining Cognitive Demand
• B
 loom’s Taxonomy, in use since the 1950s,
categorizes thinking tasks into six levels of
cognitive demand – knowledge, comprehension,
application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
The highest levels of evaluation and synthesis
represent higher-order thinking.
• Marzano’s New Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives, developed in 2000, separates the
various types of knowledge from the mental
processes that operate on them. In this model
it is the three “systems of thought” – self,
metacognitive, and cognitive elements that
have the hierarchical structure that constitutes
the “new taxonomy.”
• Costa and Kallick (2000) developed a model
that defines 16 “habits of mind” and how these
habits can be used and cultivated in school settings. Rather than categorizing all areas of thinking
(like Bloom) or how knowledge is used within
the context of a social and personal environment
(like Marzano) these authors define 16 habits
that are required to overcome difficult challenges,
for example, persisting, taking responsible risks,
questioning and posing problems, communicating
with clarity and so on.

The worksheet starts to look really attractive, because
I can use it to reduce the complexity to a level where I,
as an adult, understand it. So what that does is that it
effectively puts a lid on the actual cognitive work that
you’re asking students to do, in the interest of control.
Are there any models for this approach to
teaching and learning?
Well, the way the Japanese have done this – which
I think is genius – is that they take that probability
task, and they run it with hundreds of students, in
hundreds of classrooms. They sit by the students
and have them talk about what they’re thinking
when they’re doing it. And they watch the teachers
teaching it.

The result might be that through that process they
discover, for example, four common misconceptions
that students bring to this particular task. They
are: a, b, c and d. If you, as a teacher, understand
those four things, you will be able to respond to
virtually all the students in the room. Because you
understand that this kid’s struggle is an example
5

of the inability to draw a point from the sample. So
we need to do some work on white balls, black balls,
orange balls. This kid gets the general principle, but
doesn’t understand the computation, so is unable to
get from an understanding that some events are less
likely than others to the actual probability, and the
reason is computational.

D i g g i n g D ee p er
In Japan:
• Kounaikenshuu is the word used to describe the
continuous process of school-based professional
development that Japanese teachers engage in
once they begin their teaching careers. Participation
in school-based professional development is
considered part of the teacher’s job in Japan.
• Run by teachers, kounaikenshuu consists of a
diverse set of activities that together constitute a
comprehensive process of school improvement.
• Jugyou kenkyuu or “lesson study” is one of the
most common components of kounaikenshuu.
• Teachers engage in lesson study to systematically
examine their practice, with the goal of becoming
more effective.
• This examination centres on teachers working
collaboratively on a small number of “study lessons”
to plan, teach, observe, and critique lessons.
• To give focus and direction to this work, the teachers
select an overarching goal and related research
question that they want to explore. This research
question then serves to guide their work on all the
study lessons.
• The premise behind lesson study is simply if you
want to improve teaching, the most effective place
to do so is in the context of a classroom lesson.

So what the Japanese have said is “yes, complexity is
terrifying, but there are ways to deal with complexity,
and it turns out that the complexity that presents in
a classroom is pretty predictable. So we’re going to
have you watch somebody do this, then we’re going
to talk about what we observe, then we’re going to
have you do it with a group of kids. And we’re going
to watch you do it. And then we’re going to debrief
you on that experience.” Now they do this repeatedly,
repeatedly, repeatedly – it’s called “lesson study” –
over many content areas, and it’s a way of saying to
a teacher “I know cognitive work is hard, and we
understand that, and one of the reasons it’s hard is
because of the complexity it creates – and it’s so im
portant that we’re going to help you understand it.”
Now one of the consequences of that has been that
the structure of the curriculum in Japan and in
other industrialized countries has become much
less complicated, and much simpler. Because they
realize that you can only do that if you have a
manageable number of things to teach. Two years
ago, I had an individual taking one of my courses
who had been a teacher in Japan. She brought in
the teacher’s edition of the Grade 8 math textbook.
It was less than half an inch thick – and that was the
teacher’s edition.

In North America:
• Stigler and Hiebert (1999) modified the Japanese
model and published their findings in The Teaching
Gap: Best Ideas from the World’s Teachers for Improving
Education in the Classroom.

So that’s depth over breadth. High-level cognitive
work over coverage. And really deep investments in
teachers’ learning and understanding.

Read more on lesson study in Professionally Speaking
(March 2010) available at www.oct.ca.

This ties back to your earlier comment that the
work the students are being asked to do exactly
predicts the performance you can expect on the
external measures.
Yes, and there’s a long history of research on this. The
seminal piece is an article written in the 80s by Walter
Doyle called ‘Academic Work’ in which he makes the
proposition that task predicts performance. Since
that time, Fred Newmann and his group have done
empirical work on intellectually challenging tasks,
and operations like the Chicago Consortium for
School Research have actually done these analyses
in real schools – and it turns out to be a pretty
robust relationship.

But the problem we have, at least in the U.S., is
that there is not enough high-level work going on
in classrooms to get really robust cause and effect
relationships, because the tasks we are asking
students to do are so mediocre. You can draw a
cause and effect relationship, but you don’t have
enough outliers to prove the really positive side without
running experiments. So that’s where we’re running
these experiments now, in literacy and math.
It turns out that kids can do pretty much anything
you ask them to do with the right kind of instruc
tional practice. It’s downright scary.
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economic development, social development,
psychological development, and so on.

D i g g i n g D ee p er
In his seminal study of instructional practice, ‘Academic
Work,’ Walter Doyle (1983) locates the instructional
task at the centre of the instructional core. In his view,
“the instructional task is the actual work that students
are doing as they try to understand the curriculum
material presented to them. This is cognitive work
but it might occur within individual heads only or
include the understandings that grow out of interactions among students or between students and teachers. This work could range from memorization and
making obvious connections between what one already
knows to evaluation, application, problem solving and
critical thinking.”

When you have a situation in which you’re not
really managing the instructional core – that is,
the content side, the teacher skill side, the role
of the student in the instructional process – even
though you may have created some of the necessary
organizational conditions, it may be you’ve brack
eted what’s possible. It’s becoming clear that the
patterns of instructional practice really aren’t all
that different between high-performing and lowperforming schools.
And when you look at the history of research on
school effects, which goes back to the 60s, you
see that it is socio-economic status that predicts
differences in performance. So what’s happening
is that the instruction is not overcoming the
gravitational pull of social capital. I would go so
far as to say that you could put a group of kids with
high social capital in cryogenic storage for four
years, bypass high school altogether, send them
to college, and you wouldn’t know the difference.
These kids have so much social capital in terms
of adult expectations, life experience, they read
books at home, their parents read books at home,
they travel, they know how to negotiate adult
relationships, they can navigate their way through
an introductory English literature course as a
freshman without ever having studied English in
high school. In the absence of a strong instructional
effect, social capital will dominate.

Insight
“Academic press” on the other hand is more like a
cultural norm or value. In schools with strong academic
press, staff believe the academic work of students takes
priority over everything. Read more about leadership
and academic press see, for example, ‘School Leaders’
Influences on Student Learning: The Four Paths’ by
Leithwood, Anderson, Mascall and Strauss (2010).

D i g g i n g D ee p er
• In ‘Five Standards of Authentic Instruction,’ Newmann
and Wehlage (Educational Leadership, 1993) describe
the framework they developed to be used as a tool
for teachers and researchers attempting to answer
the complex question: “What types of instruction
engage students in using their minds well?”
• In Teaching for Deep Understanding:What Every Educator
Should Know, Leithwood, McAdie, Bascia, and Rodrigue
(2005) draw on research and practice to provide
strategies designed to help students reach new levels
of thinking through teaching for deep understanding.

Since the 60s we’ve been trying to overcome that
gravitational pull. And I think we’re in the zone
now, where we can start to do that. There are
countries that have clearly done that, and made
progress on this. So the challenge for us is that
we’re stuck in this place where we now understand
something about the conditions required to create
learning in this organization called school, but
performance on these external measures is still
highly correlated with social capital.

And this, you’re suggesting, is where we need to
complete the circuit in regard to accountability.
Yes. And we’re dealing with this problem right
now. The external accountability system is telling
us something pretty valuable, but it’s telling us
that, in many schools, we’ve hit a plateau – different
plateaus for different student populations, but it’s
a common pattern, and it’s also a robust pattern
that can be tracked across development in general,

Insight
Social capital is “the ‘assets’ accrued by a person by
virtue of his/her relationship with other persons
and networks of persons.”
From ‘Successful Leadership for Especially Challenging
Schools’ by Leithwood and Steinbach, 2009
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How do we move forward and break that correlation?
Right now, we’re in the situation where we have
“existence proofs” – we have schools that have done
it. And we’re trying – because they themselves don’t
fully understand how they did it – we’re trying to
determine how it happens, and we’re also trying
to figure out how to organize it so that it does have
some overall systemic impact on opportunity, access
and equity.

I might not want to have a deep discussion about
why, because it’s not what teachers talk about.
Frankly, one of the big barriers we have is with ad
ministrators. They do not feel competent to talk
to teachers about instruction because they don’t
feel knowledgeable. They don’t feel that they
understand the work well enough, and they are
still in this transitional period in which they’re not
sure why this is part of their job in many cases.

There is a challenge in moving from a bunch of
interesting cases, in which schools have figured
out how to do this, to a system, because a lot of
this has to do with unpacking things that are
intuitive and not systematized. It also has to do
with understanding, more importantly, the cultural
constraints that caused that teacher to move toward
a worksheet. And by cultural constraints, I don’t
mean just working conditions.

Do you believe that to be true in Ontario?
Well, I’d say this environment is different than that of
the U.S. But it’s different at the level of expectations,
rather than the level of practice. Nobody would own
up to saying “it’s not my job to worry about instruc
tion.” But if you asked a group of principals how
confident they are in this area, you’d get a different
answer. For example, you walk into a secondary math
classroom; you see something going on that is really
not good. The content is low, the kids are bored,
and it’s just not a high-functioning classroom. Do
you feel authorized to have a conversation with that
teacher about math instruction? Most secondary
principals would say “no” because they know that
the predictable response from the math teacher is
going to be “you don’t know my content, you don’t
know my kids, you’re not a math specialist, get out
of my classroom.”

There’s a cultural matrix around those working
conditions, a set of beliefs about what students
can do, a set of understandings about the work
of teachers, the role of the teacher, the role of the
student, the role of teachers in relation to each
other. If I had a great day with my students, for
example, I might want to say I had a great day, but

Insight

So part of the culture that we’re trying to create
is one in which we have a safe enough discourse
that the principal or vice principal can be actively
involved in that conversation, that the teacher
can understand that conversation, and that the
conversation is seen as part of the work that goes
on in the school.

“Students bring knowledge and information,
values and preferences, and behavioural habits
and dispositions to school. Students have acquired
these in part from their relationships and interactions with parents, community members and other
persons in their social network; hence, they are
sometimes known as forms of ‘social capital’…
Students’ social capital becomes an educational
asset when it enables them to fit into school life
and successfully perform learning tasks. The value
of social capital depends in part on what people in
the school choose to count as educationally useful.
Knowledge and values generated by the linguistic,
racial, religious or cultural diversity of a student’s
social network may be ignored or discounted
when in fact they hold considerable potential for
influencing learning.”

D i g g i n g D ee p er
For more insights from Elmore on leadership that
focuses on instruction, see for example:
• ‘Accountable Leadership’ (The Educational Forum,
Winter 2005)
• ‘Becoming a Successful Leader: Interview with
Dr. Richard Elmore’ by Sweeney (OPC Register,
Summer 2007)
• ‘Hard Questions about Practice’ (Educational
Leadership, May 2002)
• Leadership as the Practice of Improvement
(OECD, 2006)

From What We Know about School Leadership by
Leithwood and Riehl (National College for Leadership
of Schools and Children’s Services, 2003)
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This might be particularly challenging in
secondary schools, where department heads
have traditionally managed instruction.
I would go further and suggest that the department
heads themselves may not be very active in instruction,
because they’ve also adapted to the culture that says
“every teacher teaches the way they teach and it’s
my job to protect them.” So the leadership problem
is related to these other issues, because what we’re
moving toward here is coherence – and away from
an organization that’s balkanized. Part of the issue
here is that the organizational model we set up for
this thing called “school” needs to be compatible
with what we’re trying to do in the classroom.

D IGGING D E E P E R
In Instructional Rounds in Education, City, Elmore,
Fiarmon and Teitel (2009) describe “rounds” as a
four step process that includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

identifying a problem of practice
observing
debriefing
focusing on the next level of work.

Inspired by the medical-rounds model used by
physicians, these researchers have pioneered a new
form of professional learning known as instructional
rounds networks. Through this process, education
leaders and practitioners develop a shared understanding of what high-quality instruction looks like
and what schools and districts need to do
to support it.

But part of the psychological/cultural work you
have to do is to actually authorize the leaders in the
building to talk seriously with each other and with
teachers about what they’re trying to accomplish in
the classroom. They need to feel that they have the
expertise to do that, and they need to have enough
confidence in their ability to do that so that they’re
willing to step out of their comfort zone, and start
to engage people. It’s easier to do with elementary
principals. But it’s still hard.

You have been developing the model of “rounds”
as a means to putting this collaborative
conversation into practice.
Yes, that’s what rounds are designed to do, although
there are many other ways to accomplish this as well.
The idea behind rounds is to take this big problem
– a pretty atomized organization that’s struggling
with how to get to the next level of the work – and
boil it down to some concrete practices that people
could pursue that relate to getting in touch with the
actual quality of the work that students are being
asked to do.

Insight
Fullan and Hargreaves (1991), in What’s Worth
Fighting for: Working Together for Your School describe
three noncollaborative cultures:
1. B
 alkanization – separate and competing groups
seek power and influence for their own ends.
2. Comfortable Collaboration – staff stay out
of deeper, more extended relationships that
could foster problem-solving, exchange of craft
knowledge and professional support.
3. Contrived Congeniality – characterized by a
set of formal, specific, bureaucratic procedures
to increase the attention being given to joint
planning, consultation and other forms of
working together.

You start with a problem of practice – for example,
a third of our students are at levels 1 and 2 in
assessment, so we’d like to understand why that’s
the case – and you say, “we’re going to put a team
of people together, who have some responsibility
for this issue.” It could be across roles.
We visit classrooms, and we ask the team to stick with
a very simple but very difficult protocol – a protocol
that is purely descriptive. What is the teacher doing,
what are the students doing, what is the task? They
collect data and then they come back and we typi
cally put them in groups, face to face. We run them
through what we call an “affinity protocol” which
basically involves writing your observations on postits, putting them on a piece of flip chart paper, and
then having the group organize them thematically.
What that does is give the team the experience of
having to develop a common language for talking
about what they’ve seen.

These noncollaborative cultures do not encourage
the level of professional interaction, collegiality and
pressure that supports school improvement.
Collaborative Cultures, in contrast, are not
balkanized, simply congenial, or only structures of
shared work. Instead they are cultures that support
deeper, richer professional exchange.
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It wouldn’t be that you could take an unfamiliar
problem and figure out what the procedure was, or
that you could invent a new approach to solving this
problem, or that you could explain it to someone
else. So we’re playing with different cognitive domains
here, and it’s not until people discover that what
they’re actually asking students to do is a fairly
narrow range of tasks that we can see a way forward.

D i g g i n g D ee p er
In general, protocols are processes that help groups
achieve deep understanding through dialogue that may
lead to effective decision making. Protocols in education
allow groups to explore ideas deeply through student
work, artifacts of educator practice, texts relating to
education, or problems and issues that surface during the
day-to-day lives of educators. Find out more about protocols and how they can be used to transform the culture
of schools and districts in:

At this point in the process, we ask “what’s the next
level of work?” And we try to use Vygotsky’s idea of
the “zone proximal development” – not “where do
you want to be ten years from now?” or “what’s a
great result?” but “what are we going to know and
be able to do by this time next week, next month,
and by the end of the school year?” And we make
fairly tangible decisions, for example, “it’s clear that
in lesson planning, we haven’t asked teachers to
think about the range of possible responses students
could make to a high-level task. So let’s get some
discussion going around that. Let’s get some student
work into the common planning time. Let’s structure
those discussions in a slightly different way and let’s
see what happens as a consequence in practice.”

• T
 he Power of Protocols: An Educator’s Guide to Better Practice by Macdonald, Mohr, Dichter, and Macdonald (2007)
• The Adaptive School: A Sourcebook for Developing Collaborative Groups by Garmston and Wellman (2009)
• P rotocols for Professional Learning by Easton (2009)

If you do that repeatedly over time, the language
starts to get more specific, more concrete. But more
importantly, it’s an agreed-upon language. So when
we use a term like “engagement” we know that we’re
talking about three things, for example, because in
our previous visits we’ve agreed to define engagement
as these three things.

How does this practice tie back to the
organizational work?
Well, it relies on all the resources we’ve invested
in that organizational work. If you haven’t done the
organizational work, the process isn’t going to help
you. The organizational work is a ticket of entry.
You have to have a place where teachers can talk
about the work before you can give them the next
level of work.

In the absence of that, “engagement” means what
anybody has in their minds about what it means.
And you will typically have as many definitions as
there are people in the group.
Where does the process go from there?
In the next step, we have the team go through a
prediction process by asking “if you were a student
in this classroom, and you did exactly what the
teacher asked you to do, what would you know how
to do as a result?” That’s usually pretty shocking for
people because it exposes the difference between
what they think they’re doing in classrooms and
what they’re actually doing.

But once you’ve done that work, then you’re in a
position to say: “For the next six weeks we’re going

Insight
The “zone of proximal development” is a
concept created by psychologist Lev Vygotsky.
According to Vygotsky (1978), the zone of proximal
development is “the distance between the actual
development level as determined by independent
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving
under adult guidance or in collaboration with more
capable peers. In other words, it is the range of
abilities that a person can perform with assistance,
but cannot yet perform independently.”

And most of the predictions would typically be
things like these: you’d be able to follow directions,
you’d be able to pay attention; you’d be able to
produce a correct answer in response to a prompt;
you’d be able to recall what the teacher had taught
in the lesson before; and you’d be able to apply it
in this new structured situation that the teacher
gave you.
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to focus on X. And we’re going to see if we can get
some movement in our own work, and in the work
that students are doing, around X.” This might
be having students whose performance is at level
1 or 2 doing higher-level work, or students whose
performance is at level 3 or 4 operating under less
structured situations, being challenged to exercise
independent work, whatever the case may be. And
what this does is that it makes those events called
“common planning time” more focused on the
overall school improvement agenda.

D i g g i n g D ee p er
Some current articles and books that describe
aspects of Ontario’s story include:
• How to Change 5000 Schools: A Practical and Positive
Approach for Leading Change at Every Level by Levin
(2008)
• ‘Results without Rancor or Ranking: Ontario’s Success
Story’ by Levin, Glaze and Fullan (Kappan, 2008)
• ‘The Fundamentals of Whole-System Reform: A Case
Study from Canada’ by Fullan and Levin (Education
Week, 2009)
• All Systems Go: The Change Imperative for Whole
System Reform by Fullan (2010)

How does this work at the level of the school
relate to the larger system, and to the whole issue
of accountability which began this conversation?
Well, this is precisely where the transaction between
school leaders and the environment comes in.
Because when you’re exploring the “what to do”
question in any given improvement scenario, you
will always have one of two answers.

in the system. So part of the challenge to the
system is to get out of the regulatory and enforce
ment mode and into the service delivery mode, so
that, as these schools start to exercise control and
judgement, we actually have a useful role to play in
supporting their work.

The first possible answer is that we already know
what to do, and the issue is getting teachers to do it.
Almost none of our improvement problems have
that characteristic.

We are clearly still at the early stage of this work.
But is there any advice you can offer principals,
based on your experience, that would help ground
them in the leadership process you describe?
Yes, very definitely.

The second, and more common answer, is that
we don’t have the faintest idea what to do. And
that’s where the principle of reciprocity in the
accountability system comes in. For every unit
of performance I demand of you, I have an equal
responsibility to provide you with a unit of capacity.
So at this point, the school turns to the environment
and says “we’ve tried it, we’re pretty sure we’re in
the right territory here, but we don’t know what
to do next.” So the question becomes whether or
not there are resources in the environment that
are going to help – you can’t make the school
accountable for producing the result if you don’t
accept some responsibility for marshalling the
knowledge and the professional development and
support that’s needed.

First, block your calendar, and devote three
mornings a week exclusively to classrooms. It’s
a question of practice, practice, practice. You’re
never going to have a credible conversation with a
teacher about practice unless you’ve actually been
doing it, repeating it, and getting good at it. It’s also
important to keep in mind that you’re not going to
be good at it in the beginning.
Second, focus on developing a network of peers
and colleagues. You have to have people in your
leadership team who you can depend on to talk
about these things, but you also have to have
peers in other schools who are going through the
same experience. It helps if you can actually be in
each other’s schools and classrooms, but it’s not
absolutely necessary. What you’re going to find, if
you’re not in each other’s schools and classrooms,
is that you’re going to be telling war stories, instead
of talking about that particular classroom, which
really represents the problem I’m trying to work on.

I should add as well that, in weakly organized
systems – and that’s not the case here in Ontario –
schools often just take this whole activity into their
own hands. They’re tired of waiting for someone to
do it, so they hire consultants, experts, they bring
them in, they pay them out of their own budget,
and so on.
And it’s great that they do that, but it’s not a systemic
solution. That just aggravates the existing dispersion
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Third, I’d strongly suggest that you never put
people in a group without participating in some
way yourself, and that you never use a group for a
supervisory purpose. Groups are not constituted as
settings in which you can tell people how unhappy
you are with them. Because once you do that, it
changes the function of the group. And every
time you walk into that room, where that group is
meeting, from then on they’re going to say “the boss
is here…get ready.”

about, and it stimulates a really important question
for me.” The point is, learn to think of yourself as
a leader of learning, and try to model the practice
you expect other people to engage in.
Do people change their practice by changing
their beliefs, or do they change their beliefs by
changing their practice? I believe in the latter. So
if you don’t in some sense make yourself do those
things, your beliefs are going to be manifested in a
kind of behaviour which is inconsistent with what
you’re espousing. This person says we’re a learning
organization, and we’re all engaged in the same
thing, but in my contacts with him or her, I don’t
experience that. I don’t experience this person
as inquisitive or interested in what I’m doing. I
experience this person as anxious, and as someone
with an agenda.

So I give principals this advice: “I want you to stand
in the hallway before you go in, I want you to turn
off your walkie talkie, I want you to take ten deep
breaths, and I want you to walk into the room, and
sit down. Look at your watch, shut up, and don’t say
anything for 15 minutes. Then, as soon as the fifteen
minutes are up, you are authorized to speak. But the
thing I want you to think about is that the first thing
coming out of your mouth should be a question to
which you don’t know the answer. Not a rhetorical
question. You know, the question might sound like
“I’m really interested in what this conversation is

Just those three things, I think, can produce a
significant change in the work, and constitute very
valuable first steps toward the kind of culture that
generates improvement.

What are your thoughts on the ideas presented in this issue of In Conversation? Email your
comments and insights to InConversation@ontario.ca by October 29, 2010. We will review
them and share them with the community on the In Conversation page of the ministry website.
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